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NOTE: correction on page 4, section FESA-Software, Item [2]:  

Old:  Setting-Property used to get actual positions (“GET”)  

New:  Setting-Property used to get reference positions (“GET”) 

A) Introduction 

This document proposes a variety of improvements based on observations, shortcomings and 

problems encountered during preparation and commissioning of mixed stepper motor systems for the 

CRYRING beam time April – June 2019. The setup times were unduly long. 

The aims of the proposed improvements are: 

 better usability and user feedback 

 software robustness and tolerance to errors 

Currently, the software expects working hardware and valid configurations, and it stops interacting 

when unusual states like hardware errors or parameter misconfigurations are encountered. Too little 

attention was paid to exception handling in the existing software version. A more useful system 

behaviour would be a meaningful feedback to the user, e.g. a system message that supports the user 

in tracking the cause of a problem. This is especially important during commissioning. 

As a consolidation of the software seems inevitable, the topic of timing receiver integration should be 

discussed in order to open the motor system to accelerator control mechanisms like the MASP. 

 

B) Configuration 

Stepper Motor System Configuration, Driver 

[1] System is not configurable if there is a serial error. The local control GUI cannot connect to the 
system in that case to fix the software configuration issue (e.g. missing parameters or wrong 
encoder type in configuration file). The cause of the error should be contained in the error 
message. 

[2] A serial error is thrown if the main configuration file contains errors. Software is not able to 
point to the cause of the error. The error messages should be improved to allow location of the 
error, e.g. which motor, which connection is concerned, etc. 



[3] When not all motors are connected, a certain motor type has to be configured in the software. 
However, this is a typical case, and it should be possible to activate/deactivate motors. 

[4] Encoder cannot be fully configured due to missing control bit “code direction”. 

 

Local Control GUI 

[1] Robustness: The connection between GUI and motor system must not be interrupted or stall 
because of motor hardware or configuration errors. The user must be able to interpret error 
messages (no magic error numbers and meaningless text like “E355 Fatal Error”). The user 
must be able to correct software and configuration errors until required motor parameter sets 
are valid. 

[2] Consistency of views: improvement of data exchange / data update between different 
configuration pages required. Link views “motor drive” and “motor setup” to same motor tab 
to avoid configuration errors. Example: changing to view „Motor Setup“ must bring up view 
„motor 1 & motor 2“ in the following screenshot and vice-versa. 
 

 

 

[3] Start commands must be ignored for moving motors. Repeated commands have caused 

position errors and can even cause a system crash with the need for a reboot. 

[4] When the GUI is exited while being in local mode (“local control” or “local configuration”), a 

dialog should suggest to switch back to mode “remote” (option: yes/no, default: yes).  

[5] Available system names: A list of names can be created with buttons Add M-Box / Delete M-

Box. There should be a possibility to edit an existing entry. Currently, the entry has to be 

deleted and regenerated. With the button “Delete M-Box” one can open a drop down menu 

with all registered M-Boxes. Example: Here, one could add the option for editing and rename 

the button accordingly to “Edit/Delete M-Box”. Details of implementation to be clarified with 

R. Boywitt and S. Schuhmacher. 

[6] Update to JDK11 / Java11 

[7] Button “Add M-Box“: If the folder „resources“ is missing, the new data are not saved to file. 

There is no feedback to inform the user that the action has failed. 



[8] PMAC mode: Motors configured in this mode do not have a valid position value unless a 

known position (inner or outer end position) has been approached. This is the case after a 

reboot, power cycle or power cut. Users must be warned about this status. These motors are 

flagged as “not ready for operation” in the system (including FESA class). 

After a restart, there are two possibilities for a connected motor in PMAC mode: 

a) actual position == outer end position (outer end switch is active): The actual position 

should automatically be set to:  

  actual position = stored outer end position – tolerance =  

    = high limit – high limit offset (for top/right orientation) OR 

    = low limit – low limit offset (for bottom/left orientation) 

b) actual positions != outer end position (outer end switch not active): 

The user is asked to move the motor to the outer end position. Once arrived, the actual 

position is updated as described in case a). Because the current PMAC position is 

untrustworthy and unknown, an iterative procedure must be adopted: 

1. Calculate maximum movement using the known inner and outer end positions 

2. Move towards outer end position by 10% of the maximum movement. If the end 

position switch is active, stop and set current position as described in case a). 

3. If end position not reached, repeat step 2 for at most 10 times (so we have in total 

11 attempts or 110% of maximum movement): If end position switch active, set 

current position as described in case a) and the flag “operational ready” = true. If 

after 10 attempts the end position is still not active, the drive has a problem. The 

status “operational ready” remains false. 

Mockup solution for GUI: The user is presented with a small panel that lists all PMAC 

motors and offers two possibilities: move to outer end position or skip this step. The panel 

must be non-blocking so that the drive movement can be monitored in the GUI. The Stop 

button must be available! Details of implementation to be clarified with R. Boywitt and S. 

Schuhmacher. 

      



[9] Offline operation: Creation of configuration file from local control GUI for new systems which 

are not available yet for connection (usage of GUI as configuration file generator without 

connection to micro-IOC M-Box). 

[10] Reboot functionality: The GUI should offer a possibility to trigger a system reboot via 

the Lantronix XPort Pro port. At times this reboot had to be triggered more than once to be 

executed. 

 
 

C) Runtime Behaviour 

System 

[1] Reboot option required, if DHCP connection problems occur: see item [9] above 
[2] Unrecognized errors are possible: no error is visible, the motors cannot be moved, the 

hardware is stuck somewhere, a full hardware reset is required. The possible cause are shared 
memory locks which are still set. 

[3] Meaning of LED lights on the front panel is not clear, not logically programmed. Here we need 
more information on current implementation and on available input signals to define the LED 
status. Example: LED ON = OK = opReady OK; LED blinking =  NOK = active (axis interlock || 
temp. error || min. distance switch). Details to be discussed. 

[4] The LCD display must show the name of the controller (as defined in item 5 of section Local 
Control GUI) and the operation mode (local control, local configuration, remote). Currently, it 
shows “Cosylab M-Box”. 

 
 

FESA-Software 

[1] Improvement: Currently there are two different FESA classes: one for single motors, one for 
pairs (“slits”). Suggestion: usage of single FESA class with a (new) configuration parameter to 
distinguish single motors and pairs 

[2] New Feature: integration of White Rabbit timing controller in hardware and in software to 
retrieve is-positions of stepper motors including WR time stamps. This is intended to allow 
retrieval of realtime step motor system information (e.g. current motor positions, system 
status). “→ reference value multiplexing” 
◦ Implementation suggestion: 

▪ Setting-Property used to set positions for reference and to move motors (“SET”) 
▪ Setting-Property used to get reference positions (“GET”) [correction: actual --> 

reference] 
▪ Acquisition-Property usable to get actual positions including WR timestamps (“GET”), 

using FESL library (new interface in FESL for stepper motor required) 
▪ Enable check, whether the reference position is reached within a tolerance band. If 

not, signal interlock 



▪ Check actual position in Status property if the motor is currently NOT moving (check 
MOTORSTATUS bit b4) 

[3] New Feature: Detect uptime of operating system / FESA software (in case of reboot) and insist 
on reference drive for motors in PMAC-mode,  
◦ e.g. implement bits for  

▪ reference drive required 
▪ running reference drive 
▪ reference drive successful 

◦ Evaluate new bits in Status-Property to set opReady / modulesReady / interlock 
◦ Implement the device-property “executeReferenceDrive” to run the reference drive on 

demand 
[4] New feature: proper implementation of status information in Status-Property (e.g. interlock, 

opReady, modulesReady) to allow MASP integration 
◦ Implementation suggestion: 

▪ timer-based call of Status-Property 
▪ check motor position (reference vs. actual within tolerance band) if motor is currently 

not moving (check MOTORSTATUS bit b4) 
▪ evaluate MOTORSTATUS bits: e.g. amplifier fault, overheat, axis interlock, 

potentiometer reference error, etc. 
▪ MASP integration 
▪ opReady must be set to true when: 

 motor is NOT currently moving 

 motor is NOT in failure state 

 actual motor position is at reference position (within configurable tolerance) 

 mandatory reference drive after reboot of the FEC has been successfully performed 
▪ interlock must be set to true when 

 actual motor position is NOT at reference position (within configurable tolerance) 

 motor is in failure state 

 beam cannot be guaranteed because of undefined motor position, e.g. after 
restart. Suggested solution: detect uptime of operating system (or FESA software 
itself) and insist on reference drive for PMAC motors (“homingProcedure”) 

▪ modulesReady 

 consider a single motor as a module 

 set to true when all motors (=modules) are ready 
  



 

Action \ Statusbits opReady modulesReady interlock 

Actual position is at reference 
position (within tolerance band) 

true true false 

Mandatory reference drive after 
reboot/restart has been 
performed 

true true true 

Motor is moving false false true 

Motor is in failure state (break, 
fatal_following_error, 
amplifier_fault, overheat, 
axis_interlock, 
potentiometer_reference_error) 

false false true 

Hardware Interlock false false True 

 

Hardware 

[1] New feature: Integration of WR timing receiver 


